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Many small antennas can be used in an array to obtain a level of performance similar to that of a single large antenna



Array definition Several antennas can be arranged in space and interconnected to produce a directional radiation pattern. Such a configuration of multiple radiating elements is referred to as an array antenna, or simply, an array



Arrays geometrical configurations: linear array and planar array Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



Array Examples
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Two Isotropic Point Sources with Identical Amplitudes and Phase Currents, and Spaced One-Half Wavelength Apart



y



The array factor is:



AF = 1e d/2 cos(θθ )



θθ



z d/2



θθ



d/2



The polar plot of the AF using



z



inspection method



− jβ2d cos θ βd 2



Using



=



+ 1e



+ jβ2d cos θ



π 2



AF = 2 cos( π2 cos θ) The Normalized AF is:



f ( θ) = cos( π2 cos θ)
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Two isotropic Point Sources with Identical Amplitudes and Opposite Phases, and Spaced One-Half Wavelength Apart. y



The array factor is:



AF = −1e d/2 cos(θθ )



θθ



z d/2



d/2



Using



− j β2d cosθ



βd 2



=



+ 1e



+ j β2d cosθ



π 2



AF = 2 j sin( π2 cos θ) The Normalized AF is:



θθ



z The polar plot of the AF Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



f ( θ) = sin( π2 cos θ)



Two Isotropic Point Sources with Identical Amplitudes and 90° Out-of-Phase, and Spaced a Quarter-Wavelength Apart y



The array factor is: AF = 1e



d/2 cos(θθ )



θθ



d/2



z



d/2



Using



− j β2d cosθ



+ 1e



− j π2 + j β2d cosθ



e



βd π = 2 4



AF = 2e − j 4 cos[ π4 (cos θ − 1)] π



The Normalized AF is:



f (θ) = cos [π4 (cos θ − 1)]



θθ



z The polar plot of the AF Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



Two Identical Isotropic Point Sources Spaced One Wavelength Apart y



The array factor is:



AF = 2 cos(β d2 cos θ) d/2 cos(θθ )



θθ



z d/2



d/2



Using



βd 2



=π



AF = 2 cos(π cos θ) The Normalized AF is:



z The polar plot of the AF Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



f (θ) = cos(π cos θ)



Uniform Array An array with equispaced elements which are fed with current of equal magnitude and having a progressive phase-shift along the array is called…UNIFORM ARRAY
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The Array Factor = ? d cos(θθ )



θθ



•The isotropic sources respond equally in all directions, •The phase of the wave arriving at the origin is set to zero. • The corresponding phase lead of waves at element #1 relative to those at 0 is “β β d cos(θ θ )”. The array factor can be written as



AF = I o + I 1 e + j β d cos =



N −1



∑



n =0



I n e j β nd cos
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θ



θ



+ I2e+



jβ 2 d cos θ



+ ...



Consider the array to be transmitting If the current has a linear phase progression



I n = A n e + jn α (the n +1th element leads the nth element in phase by α) N −1



AF = ∑ A n e j n(β d cos θ + α )



The Array Factor



n =0



Let



ψ = β d cosθ + α N −1



AF = ∑ A n e jnψ



Then



n =0
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The uniformly excited array, hence: N −1



AF = A 0 ∑ e jnψ n =0



Or



AF = A 0 e j ( N −1) ψ / 2 The normalized array factor



sin(Nψ / 2) sin(ψ / 2 )



f (ψ ) =



sin( Nψ / 2) N sin( ψ / 2 )



This is the normalized array factor for an N element, uniformly excited, equally spaced linear array (UE, ESLA) that is centered about the coordinate origin. “This function is similar to a "(sin u )/u" function”
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Analysis of the general array factor expression: Fourier Transform :



N −1



T =λ



N=5



AF = A 0 ∑ e jnψ n= 0
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• The AF is periodic in the variable ψ with period 2π • The AF is a pattern that has rotational symmetry about the line of the array. • Its complete structure is determined by its values for 0 < θ < π This is called the visible region Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



u



In one period of f(ψ) there are: l



N-1 full lobes



l



N-2 side lobes One main lobe



l



u u



The minor lobes have a width of 2π/N The major lobe has a width of 4π/N
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ψ



As N increases, the main lobe narrows and there are more side lobes in one period of f(ψ ψ ). The side lobe peaks decrease with increasing N. Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



d/λ, determines how much of the array factor appearsin the visible region .The visible region in the variable ψ is of length 2 β d. 6



d = 1 2 λ 42 0 -2 -1.5
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6 4



d=λ



2 0 -2 -1.5 6



d = 2λ



4 2 0 -2 -1.5



-1 < Visible Region < 1 Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



ψ



To illustrate some properties of linear arrays, we will consider two special cases:



1. Broadside Array (sources in phase) α = 0 and



ψ = β d cos( θ )



2. Ordinary End-Fire Array ψ = 0 and



θ= 0



α = −βd
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Steering the main lobe The beam direction of the antenna can be steered by controlling the phase of the array



By changing the phase of the exciting currents in each element antenna of the array, the radiation pattern can be scanned through space.



Phased arrays is used in Radar applications Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University



By synthesizing the antenna arrays



The desired shape of the far-field radiation pattern can be obtained by controlling the relative amplitude of the array elements
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Principle of Pattern Multiplication Let E1 and E2 the far fields at distance P of two point sources with equal amplitude and phase The total far field is



E = E o e− jψ / 2 + E o e+ j ψ / 2 = 2 E o cos( ψ2 ) E o = E 1 sin θ



the field pattern of each point source is The total normalized far field is given by



E = sin( θ )
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×



cos(



ψ 2



)



ARRAY FACTOR



Array of two half-wavelength spaced, equal amplitude, equal phase, collinear short dipoles
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Array of two half-wavelength spaced, equal amplitude, equal phase parallel short dipoles



(a) The array (b) The xz-plane pattern (c) The yz-plane pattern. Prepared by Dr. Abbou Fouad Mohammed, Multimedia University
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